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High-power applications with low-voltage (LV) dc loads, for example,
fast charging stations for electric vehicles (EVs), are typically supplied
from the medium-voltage (MV) grid. Aiming for low volume, MVac-
LVdc solid-state transformers (SSTs) that provide galvanic separa-
tion with medium-frequency transformers (MFTs) are thus considered,
which are conventionally realized as two-stage systems that consist of
an ac-dc power-factor-correction (PFC) rectifier and an isolated dc-dc
converter. This letter extends a new single-stage isolated bidirectional
PFC rectifier concept to MV levels, resulting in an SST that performs
MVac-LVdc conversion in a single converter stage and, unlike many
modular SST concepts, employs only a single MFT. The SST’s primary
side operates modular-multilevel-converter (MMC) bridge legs, whose
input voltages contain large ac components, in the quasi-two-level mode
to minimize the cell capacitors. The secondary side employs a standard
LV three-phase rectifier, and a dual-active-bridge-(DAB)-like modula-
tion strategy allows power flow regulation and ensures sinusoidal grid
currents. The concept is explained and validated using detailed cir-
cuit simulations of an exemplary 1-MW system operating between a
10-kV three-phase grid and an 800-V dc output. The component
stresses are evaluated, and an efficiency of 98.1% and a power density
of up to 0.6 kW/dm3 are estimated.

Introduction: Low-voltage dc (LVdc) applications with high power de-
mand in the megawatt range are typically supplied from the medium-
voltage (MV) three-phase mains. Conventionally, a low-frequency, that
is, grid-frequency transformer (LFT) provides galvanic separation and
steps down the MVac voltage to low-voltage ac (LVac) levels like
400 or 690 V. The subsequent power-factor-correction (PFC) recti-
fier is then not exposed to MV, but, on the other hand, the LFT’s
relatively large volume might limit the overall power density. To en-
able more compact system realizations and/or to provide extended
functionality [1], MVac-LVdc solid-state transformers (SSTs) employ-
ing medium-frequency transformers (MFTs) instead of LFTs are con-
sidered for applications like EV charging [2–11], electrolyzers [12], and
future datacenters [13–15].

Historically, the limited blocking voltage of power semiconductors
naturally led to multi-cell converter structures, where several isolated
ac–dc converter cells are configured in an input-series, output-parallel
(ISOP) structure [16, 17]. However, then each cell contains an MFT
that must provide the full isolation voltage rating and hence requires,
for example, large bushings. The availability of high-voltage (HV) SiC
transistors with blocking voltages of 10 kV extends the applicability of
well-known isolated power supply topologies to at least lower MV lev-
els, but whereas then only a single MFT is needed, still typically two
power conversion stages (PFC rectifier and isolated dc–dc converter) are
used [18]. Alternatively, single-stage MVac-LVdc SST topologies with
an MV-side modular multilevel converter (MMC) that directly converts
an LF ac three-phase voltage system to a single-phase MF voltage ap-
plied to the primary side of a single MFT have been proposed in the
2000s [19] and are currently considered again [6]. The converter cells of
the MMC ac–ac front-end, however, require large capacitors to buffer the
inherent LF power fluctuations. Another recently presented single-stage
MVac-LVdc SST topology [20] is limited to unidirectional power flow
but interestingly extends a known single-stage PFC rectifier topology to
MV input by replacing a standard two-transistor half-bridge with a two-
arm MMC structure that operates in the quasi-two-level (Q2L) mode.

Fig. 1 Main power circuit of the proposed single-stage medium-voltage ac
(MVac) to low-voltage dc (LVdc) solid-state transformer (SST), which is an
extension of [37] to MVac input using quasi-two-level (Q2L) modular multi-
level converter (MMC) bridge legs, each with N series-connected half-bridge
cells in the top and the bottom arm, respectively. The corresponding main
converter waveforms within one grid period TAC = 1/ fAC are indicated, that
is, the grid voltages ua, ub, uc (with amplitude ÛAC = √

2/3ULL), the con-
verter input voltages uan, ubn, ucn referred to the primary-side converter star
point n, and the primary-side medium frequency transformer (MFT) voltages
uTa, uTb, uTc. Note that, alternatively, the arms could be realized with N/2
full-bridge cells

The Q2L operating mode has initially been proposed for diode-
clamped converters [21, 22] and then also been applied to flying-
capacitor bridge legs [23–26] and to MMC bridge legs [27–33] (note
that a similar concept is known as “integrated capacitor-blocked transis-
tor cells” [34–36]). Essentially, Q2L operation employs the available in-
termediate voltage levels of the multilevel converter structure only very
briefly during the transitions between a high and a low output voltage
level; for example, the output node is connected to either of the Q2L-
MMC bridge leg’s two input terminals for most of the time; see also
Figure 1. Whereas this forgoes the improved harmonic performance oth-
erwise achieved by multilevel converters, the energy storage elements
needed for providing the intermediate voltage levels, that is, the cell ca-
pacitors in the case of Q2L MMC bridge legs, can be reduced, and the
du/dt of the staggered transitions of the quasi-two-level output voltage
waveform is advantageously still limited.

Using such Q2L MMC bridge legs, this letter extends a recently pub-
lished single-stage bidirectional isolated three-phase buck-boost PFC
rectifier concept for LVac to LVdc conversion [37], which employs stan-
dard half-bridge transistor arrangements on the ac-side and on the dc-
side, to MVac input. Figure 1 shows the thus proposed SST topology,
which advantageously features single-stage ac–dc power conversion,
supports bidirectional power flow, minimizes the stored energy in the
MMC bridge legs, and requires only a single MFT.

Basic operating principle: The proposed topology shown in Figure 1
comprises three Q2L MMC bridge legs, each with N series-connected
half-bridge cells in the top and the bottom arms. With the considered
Q2L modulation [27–33] all cells of the top arm are either bypassed
(main switch St1 = 1, auxiliary switch St2 = 0) or inserted (main switch
St1 = 0, auxiliary switch St2 = 1) during most part of the switching pe-
riod Ts, while the cells of the bottom arm are switched complementarily,
that is, the switch node ā is connected to either the grid terminal a or
to the converter star point n. The switching states of an arm’s individ-
ual cells only differ during the short (i.e., (N − 1) × tstep � Ts) stag-
gered switching transitions. Because the cell capacitors CM are thus not
subject to an LF energy buffering requirement (as in conventionally op-
erated MMCs such as [6, 19]), small capacitances CM are sufficient to
maintain cell voltage balancing.
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Fig. 2 Exemplary simulation waveforms of the proposed SST from Figure 1
operating at nominal conditions (see Table 1): (a) Grid voltages (ua, ub, uc);
(b) LF components of the grid currents (ia, ib, ic) and transformer primary-
side currents (iTa, iTb, iTc); (c) transformer primary-side voltages (uTa, uTb,
uTc); (d) transformer currents (zoomed, iTa, iTb, iTc); (e) primary-side and
secondary-side transformer voltages of phase a (zoomed, uTa, uTA)

Further, the MVac front-end’s Q2L output voltage waveforms are es-
sentially identical to those of an LVac-LVdc system using two-transistor
bridge legs (i.e., half bridges) [37]; hence, the same operating and mod-
ulation concepts are applicable and are therefore only briefly outlined
here. The ac front-end converts the LF grid voltages ua, ub, uc into
MF amplitude-modulated differential-mode (DM) transformer voltages
uTa, uTb, uTc (with peak amplitudes of up to ±1/2 ÛAC, see Figure 1)
by synchronously switching the three arms of the ac-side Q2L-MMC
front-end with a constant 50% pulse-width modulation (PWM) duty cy-
cle; note that series capacitors Cs are necessary to block the LF compo-
nents of the resulting switch-node voltages. The common-mode (CM)
offset voltage between the converter star point n and the grid star point
g does not impact the generated (DM) transformer voltages [37] and is,
therefore, a degree of freedom to ensure strictly positive arm voltages
uan, ubn, ucn (required as the top St and bottom arm switches Sb have
unipolar voltage blocking capability only, that is, the arm voltages can-
not be negative). Here, a suitable CM voltage offset results from clamp-
ing the input terminal of the phase with the instantaneously lowest grid
voltage to the converter star point n during 120◦ intervals of the grid
period TAC, which is achieved by simultaneously bypassing all cells of
both the top and the bottom arm (i.e., St1 = Sb1 = 1) of the respective
phase. This results in a discontinuous PWM (DPWM) operation where
the maximum arm blocking voltage ûan is limited to the MV grid line-
to-line voltage amplitude (see Figure 1).

Figure 2a–e show simulated key waveforms that further illustrate the
operating principle. The secondary-side rectifier is operated as in [37]
and realizes sinusoidal grid currents ia, ib, ic (Figure 2b), in phase with
the grid voltages ua, ub, uc, using the space-vector PWM (SVPWM)
from [38]. The power flow from the grid P is then regulated by the
PWM carrier phase-shift ϕ ∈ [−π/2, π/2] between the primary-side
Q2L MMC front-end and the secondary-side rectifier, similar to a dual-
active-bridge (DAB) converter. The relationship can be approximated as

P(ϕ) ≈ 6

π4

ÛACU ′
DC

fsLs
sin(ϕ) sin

(√
3π

4

ÛAC

U ′
DC

)
, (1)

with the switching frequency fs, the transformer leakage inductance Ls,
and U ′

DC = kMFTUDC representing the DC output voltage referred to the

Table 1. Exemplary specifications

Description Symbol Value

Grid voltage (line-to-line rms) ULL 10 kV

Grid frequency fAC 50 Hz

Nominal power PN 1 MW

DC output voltage UDC 800 V

Table 2. Key system parameters

Description Symbol Value

Switching frequency fs 16 kHz

MFT turns ratio (primary: secondary) kMFT 12:1

MFT leakage inductance (primary side) Ls 162 µH

LF blocking series capacitance Cs 6 µF

Number of cells per top/bottom arm N 7

MMC cell capacitance CM 1 µF

MMC cell nominal peak voltage ûM 2 kV

Effective top/bottom arm inductance Larm 3.5 µH

Prim. side power transistors Stx, Sbx 3.3 kV SiC

Sec. side power transistors SX, S′
X 1.2 kV SiC

primary side. Note that the phase shift between primary-side voltage
and secondary-side voltage is clearly visible in Figure 2d,e, where the
transformer currents and voltages (phase a only) are shown over a few
switching periods.

Design aspects: The design of the proposed SST is exemplified for the
specifications from Tables 1 and 2. First, the MFT turn ratio kMFT = 12
is selected to match the primary-side-referred output voltage U ′

DC =
9.6 kV to the primary-side transformer voltages (see Figures 1 and 2e).
Considering a switching frequency of fs = 16 kHz (at the boundary of
the audible range) and targeting a nominal PWM phase-shift angle of
ϕN = π/4, (1) can be solved for the required transformer leakage induc-
tance as Ls = 162 µH (note that also an explicit series inductor could
be placed in case the MFT’s leakage inductance is too small). The se-
ries (LF-blocking) capacitor Cs is sized such that its impedance is about
an order of magnitude smaller than the impedance of the leakage induc-
tance Ls at the switching frequency and Cs = 6 µF is selected here.

As highlighted in Figure 1, the employed DPWM of the ac front-end
results in a maximum arm voltage ûan = √

3Ûac = 14.1 kV which is
equally shared by the N series connected cells of the top and bottom arm,
respectively (i.e. the time-varying capacitor voltage of an exemplary cell
is uMt1,a = uan(t )/N , see Figure 1). For a realization with 3.3 kV SiC
MOSFETs (alternatively, 3.3 kV Si IGBTs could be employed), N = 7
cells per arm are required to limit the maximum cell voltage (nominal
operation) to ûMt1,a = 2 kV, which ensures a sufficient (30%) blocking
voltage margin even for a cell voltage deviation of +10%. With the Q2L
operation of the ac front-end, the converter cells’ capacitors are only
subject to a notable current flow during the brief staggered switching
transitions (but not during the majority of the switching period where the
switch node a is either connected to the phase terminal a or to the star
point n). Thus, the required cell capacitance can be calculated according
to [26], using a peak-to-peak voltage ripple criterion �UC,pp, as

CM = ITa,sw,max(N − 1)tstep

�UC,pp
, (2)

where ITa,sw,max = 120, A is the maximum transformer current switched
by the primary-side Q2L MMC bridge legs (obtained from circuit
simulations). Employing SiC MOSFETs allows for a low step time
(i.e. the time each intermediate voltage level appears during the stag-
gered switching transition, see Figure 1) of tstep = 500 ns (several µs
would be required in the case of IGBTs due to the slower switch-
ing speeds and hence longer interlock delay times [27, 30]). Further,
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Fig. 3 Simulated converter waveforms during the proposed start-up se-
quence, which ensures limited blocking voltage stress for the converter cells’
transistors: (a) Control signals for the quasi-two-level (Q2L) modular multi-
level converter (MMC) bridge legs, where 0 indicates all cells of both arms
are inserted, 1 indicates the discontinuous pulse-width modulation (DPWM)
clamping interval (i.e., all cells of both arms are bypassed), and toggling
between 0 and 1 indicates normal 50%-duty PWM operation of the cor-
responding bridge leg; (b) grid voltages ua, ub, uc, converter input volt-
ages uan, ubn, ucn and primary-side-referred dc output voltage U ′

DC; (c) low-
frequency (LF) components of the grid currents ia, ib, ic; (d) top arm cell ca-
pacitor voltages uMt1,a . . . uMt7,a, uMt1,b . . . uMt7,b, uMt1,c . . . uMt7,c with the
corresponding cell voltage reference values uan(t )/N, ubn(t )/N, ucn(t )/N
highlighted with a dashed line. Note that the startup simulation considers
a simplified LC grid filter with a capacitance of 1.1 µF and an inductance of
11 mH per phase

considering a permissible maximum peak-to-peak capacitor voltage
variation of �UC,pp = 400 V (20% of the nominal peak cell voltage
ûMt1,a), a small cell capacitance of about CM = 1 µF results. Note that
high capacitance values (like in a non-Q2L MMC) would result in sig-
nificant reactive currents at the grid input because of the arm voltages’
LF ac components.

The arm inductors Larm limit currents between the cell capacitors dur-
ing switching transitions, but they must be small to allow for a quick
commutation of the load current [31]. Each converter cell can be as-
sumed to contribute about 0.5 µH of parasitic series inductance [27],
such that the arm inductors are not realized as discrete components but
result from the sum of the N = 7 parasitic cell inductances as Larm =
3.5 µH. The arm inductors and the cell capacitors form a resonant circuit
with a resonance frequency of fr = 1/(2π

√
2Larm · CM/N ) = 159 kHz

(independent of the switching state), which is excited by each switching
action. The resonance is only lightly damped, as efficiency requirements
demand low series resistance and power density requirements demand
low cell capacitances [31]. Thus, to avoid excessive ringing (resulting
in increased transistor currents), an RdCd-damping branch (Rd = 3.2 �

and Cd = 1 µF following [39]) is connected in parallel to each cell ca-
pacitor CM.

Cell voltage balancing and system startup: Several methods have been
proposed to balance the cell voltages in Q2L MMC systems, where
typically the cell voltage references are constant [27–33]; in contrast,
here the cell voltage references contain large LF ac components (see
Figure 1a). Nevertheless, the standard Q2L balancing method based on
sorting the switching actions of an arm’s cells depending on the cell volt-
ages and the sign of the switch-node current [27–29, 33] is applicable.

Figure 3 illustrates the proposed startup procedure, which ensures that
the transistor blocking voltages stay below the rated values. Before con-
verter startup, all cells of all arms are inserted with all cell capacitors CM

discharged. At t = t0, the ac terminals are connected to the MV grid via

75 � pre-charge resistors to limit the inrush currents. Advantageously,
t = t0 is aligned with the start of the DPWM clamping interval of one
phase, here phase b which becomes the phase with the most negative
voltage at t = t0; thus, all its cells are bypassed (with St1,b = Sb1,b = 1)
to clamp the converter star point n to the grid terminal b. Note that the
cell voltage sharing in the arms of phases a and c is not controlled and es-
tablished passively (i.e. defined by the cell impedances). However, as all
cells of both arms of each bridge leg are inserted simultaneously (in con-
trast to normal Q2L operation), the blocking voltage margin increases
by more than a factor of two compared to normal operation. At t = t1,
the pre-charge resistors are bypassed. Subsequently, phase c and phase a
start the DPWM operation at the beginning of the next clamping interval
(when the corresponding phase voltage becomes the most negative one)
at t = t2 and t = t3, respectively. Note further that the output dc volt-
age UDC already begins to increase at t = t2 when the first phase (phase
b) releases clamping and starts 50% PWM duty cycle operation, as the
primary-side transformer voltage pulses are rectified by the secondary-
side MOSFET body diodes. At t = t3, that is, once all phases operate
with DPWM, the SVM of the secondary-side rectifier is enabled, and
the output voltage UDC and/or power transfer P can be regulated by the
PWM carrier phase shift ϕ according to (1).

Component stresses and performance estimation: A rough estimate of
key component stresses and of the converter’s efficiency using state-of-
the-art SiC power devices is performed based on a detailed circuit simu-
lation (PLECS) for the considered specifications with P = PN = 1 MW,
see also Figure 2. At this nominal operating point, the primary-side RMS
transformer current is ITa = 136 A (the stresses in the other two phases
are identical), that is, about twice the grid rms current of Iac = 59 A
because the DM transformer voltage is only half of the grid phase volt-
age, see Figure 1 and [37]. The converter cells’ main switch (St1 and
Sb1) RMS currents are identical and equal to 99 A, whereas the Q2L
operation results in a much lower current stress of 8 A for the auxiliary
switches St2 and Sb2. Due to the lower voltage levels, the rms current
stresses of the secondary-side rectifier’s transistors are higher, and simu-
lation results give ISA = 930 A and IS′A = 1340 A for the high-side and
low-side transistors, respectively; paralleling of individual power mod-
ules is thus necessary, or, alternatively, paralleling of several rectifier
units could be considered.

The transistor conduction losses are modeled based on temperature-
dependent loss models provided by the manufacturers, assuming a heat
sink temperature of 70 ◦C. The hard-switching losses are provided by
these models as well, and the soft-switching losses are approximated as
10% of the hard-switching losses [40]. In the Q2L MMC front-end’s con-
verter cells, four parallel-connected G2R50MT33K 3.3-kV SiC MOS-
FETs are considered for the realization of the main St1 switch whereas
a single G2R50MT33K device suffices for the auxiliary switch St2 (note
that there are no 3.3-kV devices with smaller chip areas available). The
switched currents of the cells of the top and bottom arms are not iden-
tical [37], but due to most transitions being soft-switched [37], the sum
of conduction and switching losses of the main transistors in the top and
bottom arms is almost the same, that is, PSt1,a = PSb1,a ≈ 172 W. The
auxiliary switch losses are, as expected, much lower, that is, PSt2,a =
9 W and PSb2,a = 4 W. The RC damping branches connected in par-
allel to each cell’s capacitor dissipate 29 W per cell. Hence, the total
losses of the three Q2L MMC bridge legs (including the losses in the
damping branches) sum up to roughly 8.7 kW or about 0.9% of the
nominal power PN. Given the much higher current levels, four parallel
CAB760M12HM3 1.2-kV power modules are considered for the recti-
fier switches SA and S′

A, resulting in simulated losses of PSA = 520 W
and PS′A = 1052 W, respectively, as the rectifier switches are also soft-
switched throughout most of the mains period [37]. The total rectifier
semiconductor losses sum up to roughly 4.7 kW or about 0.5% of the
nominal power PN. Assuming a typical MFT realization with 0.5% losses
(5 kW) [41, 42], the estimated overall system efficiency is ≈98.1%. This
is a competitive value for state-of-the-art MVac-LVdc SSTs [15], leaving
some headroom for losses of the grid-side input filter.

Similarly, the proposed SST’s volumetric power density can be es-
timated based on the main components. First, assuming forced air
cooling, the heat sink volume can be estimated with a cooling sys-
tem performance index [43] of CSPI = 10 W/(K dm3); with the total
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semiconductor losses calculated above, a maximum heat sink temper-
ature of 70 ◦C, and an ambient temperature of 45 ◦C, we find about
50 dm3. The volume of the MFT is estimated at 285 dm3 by conserva-
tively assuming a power density of 3.5 kW/dm3 based on built proto-
types reported in the literature [44]. The cell capacitors can, for example,
be realized using 1 µF, 2-kV WIMA MKP1U041007J film capacitors,
and the series capacitors from two 3 µF, 2.9-kV (rms) AIC E51.R11-
302R20/H in parallel (due to the high rms current), resulting in a total
volume of about 13 dm3; the series capacitors contribute about 50%. In-
terestingly, the peak energy stored in the cell capacitors CM + Cd of the
Q2L MMC front-end and in the series capacitors Cs can be calculated as

WC = 3

⎛
⎝1

2
Cs

(
ÛAC

2

)2

+ 2N · 1

2
(CM + Cd)

(
ûan

N

)2
⎞
⎠, (3)

resulting in WC = 321 J (wC = WC/PN = 321 J/MW ), which com-
pared to conventional MMCs with typical values of at least wC =
10 kJ/MW [45, 46] is ≈30 times lower. Finally, considering a volume
overhead factor of 5 to 10 to account for isolation distances, mechanical
assembly structures, grid filter, and housing [15], we estimate a total con-
verter power density of about ρ ≈ 0.3 kW/dm3 to ρ ≈ 0.6 kW/dm3,
which is in the same range as comparable MVac-LVdc conversion solu-
tions [15]. Whereas the above estimates of efficiency and power density
are promising, finally, only a fully rated prototype system facilitates a di-
rect quantitative comparison against alternative solutions. However, the
proposed single-stage SST topology has a clear conceptual advantage
compared to fully modular SSTs because it employs only a single MFT
that must provide the large isolation distances for withstanding lightning
impulse tests required by standards like IEC 62477-2 [47].

Conclusion: This letter presents a single-stage three-phase MVac-LVdc
solid-state transformer (SST) concept with only a single medium-
frequency transformer (MFT) and thus simplified isolation coordina-
tion, low stored energy in the modular-multilevel-converter-(MMC)-
type front-end, and bidirectional power flow capability. Using MMC-
type bridge legs operated in the quasi two-level (Q2L) mode with time-
varying input voltages (grid voltages with a dc offset) on the MFT’s
MV side, a standard three-phase rectifier on the secondary side, and
a dual-active-bridge-(DAB)-like modulation technique, bidirectional
power flow regulation and sinusoidal grid currents are achieved. De-
tailed circuit simulations of an exemplary 1-MW system reveal the key
component stresses and facilitate estimates of efficiency (98.1%) and
power density (up to 0.6 kW/dm3), which are both competitive with
other MVac-LVdc SST concepts. Future research should address a de-
tailed quantitative comparative evaluation against other single-stage and
two-stage MVac-LVdc SST concepts and, ultimately, a full-scale hard-
ware realization of the proposed system.
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